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#National Doctors' Day

National Doctors' Day
National Doctors’ Day is observed to honor the
profession of doctors and their contribution to
the healthcare industry.In India Doctors’ Day
is celebrated on the birth anniversary of Dr.
Bidhan Chandra Roy that is on 1st July
celebrated every year.Dr. Roy was a respected
doctor and philanthropist who also served as
the second CM of West Bengal.This day is
celebrated to honor all the doctors for their
contribution to society.Different nation
celebrates Doctors’ Day on different dates.The
first Doctors’ Day was celebrated in 1933 by the
United States.Since 1991, India celebrates
National Doctors’ Day. 



Wherever the art of Medicine is loved, 
there is also a love of Humanity. ”

― Hippocrates 
 

*National Doctor's Day* is celebrated on *July 1st* every
year in India to recognise the immense contributions of
doctors towards society. It also aims to create awareness

about the importance of doctors, their selfless service, and
the valuable role they play in improving the health and

well-being of individuals and communities.
 

Its a platform to express gratitude and appreciation to the
medical fraternity for their tireless efforts, dedication, and

commitment to saving lives, promoting health,   and
providing medical and dental care  to individuals in need
.“I remind my fellows, residents and medical students that

what we do is a privilege. People let us into the most
intimate aspects of their lives, and they look to us to help

guide them through very complex and delicate situations.”
 

The awe of discovering the human body. The honor of being
trusted to give advice. The gratitude for helping someone
through a difficult illness. These things never grow old."I
always tell my residents to never forget that we have the
opportunity to do more good in one day than most people

have in a month."
Concluding with a message for budding dentists,

Study hard, so that you can say your patient
"Trust me, I am your Doctor ".

DR. SRIVALLI NATARAJAN
DEAN, MGMDCH

HOD, ORAL AND MAXILLOFACIAL
SURGERY DEPARTMENT 
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DEAN'S DESK: NATIONAL DOCTORS' DAY 
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SUB-EDITOR’S SAY : NATIONAL DOCTORS' DAY

Dr.Sarika ShettyDr.Sarika Shetty
ProfessorProfessor

Department Of PeriodonticsDepartment Of Periodontics

Monthly Highlights

Each year on National Doctor’s Day, our country takes a
moment to celebrate, and appreciate, the thousands of

passionate and talented physicians across this great
nation. One definition of National Doctor’s Day is as
simple, and powerful, as this: “An annual observance

aimed at appreciating physicians who help save our lives,
everywhere.”

To my Onsite Family, and physicians across the country:
you deserve more gratitude and appreciation than I can
possibly communicate. Amidst a global crisis, you have
demonstrated what makes physicians so special: your

exceptional skill and endless compassion towards people.
 

Thank you for your bravery, perseverance, and
professionalism during these trying times. Thank you for

your unwavering commitment to our patients, and our
practice. Thank you for being the truly special doctor that

you are.
 

Thank you for a making a difference every day, and saving
lives, everywhere.

 
Happy National Doctor’s Day!
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"Medicines cure diseases, but only doctors can cure patients."
-Carl Jung

In India, National Doctors’ Day is celebrated on 1st July on
the birth anniversary of Dr. Bidhan Chandra Roy who also

served as the second Chief Minister of West Bengal. Mr. Roy
was a highly respected doctor, philanthropist, and politician.

Doctors’ Day is being celebrated in India since 1991.
Government and non-government healthcare organizations,
take the opportunity to thank doctors for their contribution.

 
Small to big events are organized in hospitals and clubs all
throughout the country. As Dr. Bidhan Chandra Roy hailed

from West Bengal, the grand event is organized at the
Doctors’ Day Rotary Club in the state capital Calcutta.

Hospitals in co-ordination with several non-government
organizations arrange free medical checkup camps for the

general public. Also, award and commemoratory events are
held at several levels for the doctors.

 
As Doctors are very important members of society. They are

in fact the only savior in the face of disease and sickness.
Their effort in keeping society free from diseases and misery

must be acknowledged. For ages, doctors have served the
society in their own capacities and helped keep it healthy and
happy.To cherish their hardwork and efficiency we celebrate 

 National Doctors' Day.
 

' Presence of the Doctor Is the Beginning of the Cure.'
 
 
 
 

FACULTY : NATIONAL DOCTORS' DAY 
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Dr. Rupali Deshmukh 
Tutor

Department of Pediatrics and 
Preventive Dentistry 
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PARENT'S  SPEAK
NATIONAL DOCTORS' DAY

A doctor dedicates his life to the service of
the patients. He or she relieves the
sufferings and pain of mankind. He cures
them from disease and illness. He strives to
make the life of others better and healthier.
The observance of National Doctor's Day
fulfills a need to show the doctors and
physicians in our lives.
Words could never express our gratitude for
all you did and continue to do for our dad.
You are truly two amazing, compassionate
& brilliant human beings! We admire you
both for your commitment to all of those
patients and families who you touch every
day!To all the doctors that cannot exercise
their passion because they made the brave
decision to give it up in search for a better
life, I want you to know that the medical
community sees you. The lives you touched
in your past will never forget your work,
and you shouldn’t either.

 

_ Bhavesh Dattani
(Father of Dhara Dattani)
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History behind the Day
NATIONAL DOCTORS' DAY
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Parent Teacher Meeting 

On 14th July, 2023 Parents s Teacher Meeting
was organised by the Faculty & Dean Ma'am

Dr.Srivalli Natarajan. Basic Rules and
Regulations were explained to the parents

regarding the Code Of Conduct by the
college.A full Lecture session and Discussion

among the parents and concerned staff
members were done. 
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Parent Teacher Meeting 

Parents were made aware of the college
timings  and the curriculum.Queries of
the parents regarding  their wards
were resolved. Later on the all the
parents from first year to final year
were shown the papers of their recent
exams.The meeting concluded with
submitting a feedback form.

Students staying in the hostel were
specified with few safety rules to abide

by maintaining the decorum of the
college.New government scheme was
being highlighted to the notice of the
parents.As College received NAAC ++
Grade with 3.7 of cgpa parents were

made aware of their wards status
academically.
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RoadMap to NEET MDS

Neet 

Admissions

Form Filling

On 15 th July ,2023 MGM Dental
College and Hospital Alumni
association in collaboration

with Career guidance cell under
the Margadarshan initiative

organised a talk on Topic:
Roadmap to NEET MDS on

Understanding the admission
process.

Dr.Chinmay Rao Sir and 
Dr. Padmakar Sir  guided the Interns

on the process of Form filling;
College selection procedure.

They also informed about various
mistakes and errors to be avoided
during counselling procedure of

NEET MDS .
It was a very informative session.
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Incubation Opportunities 

Instition's Innovation Council conducted a session
for Students to learn new opportunities for

Entrepreneurship at an early stage.
It was conducted on 19th July,2023 at 1pm by Dr.

Yogesh Patil an Assistant Professor in MGM School
of Biomedical Sciences,Kamothe ,Navi Mumbai.
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A Value Added Course was
conducted on 14th July,2023

new methods of Reasearch and
it's protocol by Department of
Oral Pathology Department &
Public Health Dentistry in the

Lecture Hall 2 at 10:am for
Students.

Monthly Highlights 

Research Methodology 

 

Students were enlightened on how
to start with Research, how to
choose topics and a broad prospect
of it's importance for the budding
dentists was given. Students were
also lectured on the Reasearch
Protocols as in the important
guidelines were
instructed.Everybody enjoyed it
thoroughly beacause of it's unique
concept.
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Field Visit to Venus Safety 

On 7th July,2023 a Field Visit to Venus Safety & Health at Taloja
MIDC was organised by the IIC in association with the Department
of Oral Maxillo Facial Surgery for Dental Students of Third Year at

10am . 
They were lectured and shown the different types of  materials like

gloves, masks being manufactured and it's vatied techniques
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Tata Memorial Centre Cancer
Workshop

The TATA Hospital and Government
of Maharashtra Public Health

Department Celebrated the World
Head and Neck Cancer Day 2023 by

conducting a Scientific Workshop on
31st July,2023. In Golden Jubilee

Auditorium, TATA Memorial Centre,
Parel.

 Interns from MGM Dental College
and Hospital were Nominated for this
opportunity to attend the Workshop.

 

 Day began with breakfast 8:30am onwards,
The workshop started from 9 to 9.30 am
with Inaugration and Release of Affordable
Cancer Care Phase-1 Report for
Maharashtra State and Launching of
Affordable Cancer Care Project in 28
Districts of Maharashtra in Phase-2.
Followed by Lectures, Scientific Workshop
with Live Biopsy.
 Demo was organised.It was indeed an
informative workshop on different types of
head and neck cancer and it's pathology.
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Faculty  Development Program 
On Research Methodology & Biostatistics 

On 19 th July, 2023 A Professional 
 Development Program was organised by
IRRC (Institutional Research Review
Committee) of MGMDCH fir all the
faculty members and HOD's, PHD
Guides,PG Guides. This is a Faculty
Development Program on Research
Methodology and Biostatistics started
from 12th July,2023 in 5
Modules.Lectures were held on Case
based study,Clinical, Descriptive
Analysis, Cohorts Analysis from 8:30 am
to 10:00 am.
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ACHIEVEMENTS

Anvi Hajeri, 1st BDS student of MGM Dental college
participated in  Round 2 Debate Competition on
July 1st at IIT Bombay and got selected for Final
round, Elecution competition at National Level,
which will be conducted on 11th August ,2023.
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ACHIEVEMENTS 

Certificate of Appreciation was presented
by Indian Academy of Oral Medicine &

Radiology to Rhea Joel D'cunha (Intern) of
MGM Dental College and Hospital for

Scoring highest marks in the subject  of
Oral Medicine and Radiology in the the

Final Year BDS, 2021-2022.
✨Congratulations✨
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CREATIVE  BRAINS 
Art by _ Saloni Bandekar

           (Intern)
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CREATIVE  BRAINS 

Art by_ Anushka Gaikwad
Intern

Art by_ Nishita Kadu
   Intern
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CREATIVE  BRAINS 

 
 

Isey samjhna kaafi aasan tha
Pr sochoo

Kaise sujhi hogi inhe ye baat
Jo ajj bhi hazam na huyi humey ...

 
Socho kaise naap tol kar 

Ki hogi inhone shuruwaat
Jiska jawab mila hoga uss raat..

 
 

Kal ki sochkar dekha jaye 
Toh hoga kuch na ajj 

Kal mai kya he rakha hai
Bas rakha hai toh

Uss Adbhut avtaar ka prayas..
 

Isliye 
Socha jaye toh ajj ki socho 
Prayatna kar sikhte raho..

Shayad issise tumhara kal banjaye.  
 
 

.              _Saloni Bandekar
Intern

Ajj ki subah
Kal ki chamkan hai

 
Kal ka roshan savera

Ajj se he toh bana hai..
 

Kal ke aye no jawan
Ajj ke bharat ki shaan hai
Ye hai hamara hindustan

Dr C.V Raman se iski pehchaaan hai..
 

Kirne toh suraj deta 
Par roshni inhone dikhlayii

 
Kaise satrangi se rangonki 

Ajj hai inhone pehchaan karayii
 

Tum kya jaaano 
Ajj ke liye inhone kitni lagan hai lagayi ...

 
"Prakash ki prakeernan" sikhla kar

Naye yug ko alag andaaz ki baatein kar
Satrangon ke savere se pehchaan karayii

 

✨Satrangi Suraj✨
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Puntastics! 


